
Japan’s Sony Bank implements Accuity 
solution to streamline its screening processes.

Sony Bank and Accuity
Sony Bank has been working with Accuity since 2014 to meet their highest standards of 

compliance whilst delivering high quality customer service. Accuity has implemented an 

integrated solution for Sony Bank to not just meet the local regulatory requirements but also 

to meet the world-class compliance standards. 

Market Trend
With the fourth round of FATF Mutual Evaluation to be held in Japan 2019, Japanese 

financial institutions have started to review their compliance procedures to meet global 

regulatory standards. Many of Sony Bank’s competitors see these emerging trends as 

significant challenges and they are continue to forge ahead with their risk and compliance 

initiatives. The trends have also prompted Sony bank to evaluate their compliance system and 

procedure in order to be more competitive in the global banking world

Key Challenges & Requirements

 Capability to standardize various screening lists into one common data format

 Achieve the resource optimisation and significant time reduction

 Avoid potential errors caused by manual work processes

 Align the internal system with global compliance standards

 Achieve flexibility of customization in the implementation of the Accuity solution

 Create a recognised and trustworthy brand
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Accuity compliance software - Firco Compliance Link – is a strategic, flexible and scalable 

solution, which offers multiple functionalities such as ‘automated audit trail’,  ‘false positive 

reduction algorithm’, and ‘AML data list management’, which are all very useful tools to keep 

up with ever changing regulations the operational efficiency.

Also, Firco Compliance Link is a user friendly solution which easily incorporates with the 

bank’s legacy workflow. We are confident that Compliance link is capable to adapt any 

operational changes we may introduce in future as the company evolves further. 

The bank expands its services and, we are contemplating on making additional investments 

into Accuity solutions to enable the outgoing cross-border payment screening. With Accuity, 

we are confident that our AML operation will be effectively managed continuously.

 Streamlined screening process. Improved the operational efficiency by 60%

 Optimised investigation process through more comprehensive sanctions data

 Reduced false positive hit rates to increase the productivity

 Full visibility on all actions recorded

 Increased customer trust and ability to scale up the business to the next level

Key Highlights

client success

“We chose Accuity as they are the market-leading solution adopted by many banks around 

the world and highly recommended. 

We believe Accuity is a solution to achieve the following three points simultaneously.

① Promote the AML/CFT process enhancement to ensure the bank is effectively fulfilling

    its corporate social responsibility as a financial institution.

② To  expand our product offerings like Sony Bank WALLET

③ Reduce cost by bringing effective solutions in place to achieve process automation. 

With the local presence in Tokyo, we have direct support and excellent access to services.”

Mitsugu Abe

General Manager, Financial Crime Risk Control and 

Compliance
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// Stake your reputation on ours. 
For more information or for a free demo,  
contact asiasales@accuity.com

About Accuity
Accuity offers a suite of innovative solutions for payments and compliance professionals, 

from comprehensive data and software that manage risk and compliance, to flexible tools that 

optimize payments pathways. With deep expertise and industry-leading data-enabled 

solutions from the Fircosoft, Bankers Almanac and NRS brands, our portfolio delivers 

protection for individual and organizational reputations.

Part of RELX Group, a world-leading provider of information and analytics for professional 

and business customers across industries, Accuity has been delivering solutions to banks and 

businesses worldwide for 180 years.

Boston, Chicago, Dubai, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, London, 
Miami, New York, Paris, Pretoria, San Diego, São Paulo, 
Shanghai, Singapore, Strassen, Sydney, Tokyo

The chosen solution includes: 
1. Global WatchList® (GWL) brings together the caution lists from all major 

sanctioning bodies, law enforcement agencies and financial regulators

2. Firco Compliance Link handles account, transaction and trade screening processes

3. Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) due diligence requirements triggered by regulatory 
change

4. Dual-use & controlled goods data detecting irregular trades against official sanctions 
lists

5. Enhanced Due Diligence for managing higher-risk customers

About Sony Bank

Sony Bank Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Sony Financial Holdings, was established in June 

2001 as a internet bank in Japan. Today, Sony Bank offers customers with many services 

including oversea remittance and foreign currency deposit. Just like Sony Bank WALLET 

which is a Sony Bank cash card that includes a Visa debit function that can be used around the 

world (11 currencies), Sony Bank is also willing to invest in unique services such as Cloud 

Funding.  
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